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Chapters 12 and 13Chapters 12 and 13

Distinctive feature geometryDistinctive feature geometry
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IntroductionIntroduction

 Motivation for distinctive features?Motivation for distinctive features?
•• natural classesnatural classes

•• natural processesnatural processes

•• segment inventories of languages segment inventories of languages 

 Different Different typestypes of featuresof features
•• major class (consonant, sonorant, ...)major class (consonant, sonorant, ...)

•• voicing (voice, aspiration, ...)voicing (voice, aspiration, ...)

•• place of articulation place of articulation 
 consonantsconsonants

 vowelsvowels
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Feature organizationFeature organization

 Some features behave as a groupSome features behave as a group

 English:English:

•• in [m] Paris, n in [m] Paris, n  m / __ pm / __ p

•• in [ŋ] Kenya, n in [ŋ] Kenya, n  ŋ / __ kŋ / __ k

•• two separate rules?two separate rules?

 they seem like one rulethey seem like one rule

•• one rule, with “Place” as a variableone rule, with “Place” as a variable
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GroupingGrouping

PlacePlace

LabialLabial CoronalCoronal DorsalDorsal RadicalRadical

“Place” as a dominating “Place” as a dominating nodenode, part of a tree, part of a tree

So English place assimilation does not affect So English place assimilation does not affect 
the separate Labial or Dorsal feature, but the separate Labial or Dorsal feature, but 
the entire Place the entire Place nodenode
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Place assimilationPlace assimilation

in Parisin Paris in Kenyain Kenya

CC CC CC CC

PlacePlace PlacePlace PlacePlace PlacePlace

CorCor LabLab Cor      DorCor      Dor
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ArgumentsArguments

 Labial, Dorsal: the same kind of Labial, Dorsal: the same kind of 
featuresfeatures

•• reflected in feature “tree”reflected in feature “tree”

 Place assimilation can be described Place assimilation can be described 
as as oneone simple rulesimple rule

•• no effect for Coronal (ino effect for Coronal (in Tn Tunis)unis)
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Other feature grouping(s)Other feature grouping(s)

 Laryngeal featuresLaryngeal features

 Evidence: e.g. Thai (data next slide)Evidence: e.g. Thai (data next slide)
•• in initial position: contrast between t, d in initial position: contrast between t, d 

and and tthh

•• in final position: only t allowedin final position: only t allowed

•• so [voice] and [asp] both so [voice] and [asp] both deleteddeleted
 or: Laryngeal node deletedor: Laryngeal node deleted
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Tree as a wholeTree as a whole
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Rule formatRule format

 Place assimilation: shows Place assimilation: shows spreadingspreading

•• just like tones (Ch. 10)just like tones (Ch. 10)

 Only features and nodes can spreadOnly features and nodes can spread

•• better theory of what kinds of rules are better theory of what kinds of rules are 
possible and naturalpossible and natural

 Also delinking: loss of a node or Also delinking: loss of a node or 
feature feature 

•• in place assimilation, [n] loses its in place assimilation, [n] loses its 
original place of articulation (coronal)original place of articulation (coronal)
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Conclusion so far (Ch. 12)Conclusion so far (Ch. 12)

 Good evidence for featuresGood evidence for features
•• although noalthough no--one has an exact listone has an exact list

 Evidence for groupingEvidence for grouping
•• phonetic similarity (place, larynx)phonetic similarity (place, larynx)

•• simple characterization of rulessimple characterization of rules

 Implication: rules as spreading and Implication: rules as spreading and 
delinkingdelinking
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Exploiting the feature treeExploiting the feature tree

 Some features (or nodes) may be Some features (or nodes) may be 
absent (underspecification)absent (underspecification)

 Various examples in bookVarious examples in book
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Vowel harmonyVowel harmony

 Vowels in a word often agree for Vowels in a word often agree for 
some feature, e.g. [back] or [round]some feature, e.g. [back] or [round]

 UyghurUyghur

 Old Japanese, Middle Korean Old Japanese, Middle Korean 

 Finnish, HungarianFinnish, Hungarian

[[mitæmitæ] ] ‘what’‘what’

[[suomisuomi] ] ‘Finland’ (‘Finland’ (ii = ‘neutral’)= ‘neutral’)

[[talotalo] ] ‘house’ ‘house’ 

*[*[tymotymo]  *[]  *[tumætumæ] ] 
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Vowel harmonyVowel harmony

 Consonants don’t (usually) Consonants don’t (usually) 
participate in vowel harmony. Why?participate in vowel harmony. Why?

 Because consonants are (usually) not Because consonants are (usually) not 
specified for features like [back]specified for features like [back]

...... VV CC VV ......

[[bkbk]] [[bkbk]]
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Complex segmentsComplex segments

 Remember the place nodeRemember the place node

 Possibility for two Place features to Possibility for two Place features to 
be specified:be specified: CC

LabialLabial DorsalDorsal
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LabialLabial--velarsvelars

 /kp/ in Bantu languages (Africa)/kp/ in Bantu languages (Africa)

•• nasal before it may also be labialnasal before it may also be labial--velarvelar

 /w/ in English/w/ in English

•• phonologically labial and velar?phonologically labial and velar?

•• one weekone week

 Other PlaceOther Place--complex consonants?complex consonants?

•• labiallabial--coronals /pt/coronals /pt/
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AffricatesAffricates

 Affricates start out as a stop and end Affricates start out as a stop and end 
as a fricative as a fricative 

•• phonetics: release phase is slowphonetics: release phase is slow

 In feature theory:In feature theory: CC

[[--cont] [+cont]cont] [+cont]
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Affricates in EnglishAffricates in English

 chchururchch
•• first first chch does not violate does not violate sonoritysonority

•• could be two segmentscould be two segments

•• if two segments, then no r/l followingif two segments, then no r/l following

•• **chrchr-- **chlchl--

 second second chch does violate sonoritydoes violate sonority
•• could be one segmentcould be one segment

•• if one segment, then n, l precedingif one segment, then n, l preceding

•• pinchpinch, , belchbelch 2020

Secondary articulationSecondary articulation

 Also possible in feature tree: Also possible in feature tree: 
combination segments, consisting of combination segments, consisting of 
consonant consonant andand vowelvowel

•• secondary articulation secondary articulation 

•• e.g. English dark le.g. English dark l

•• [l] together with high back vowel[l] together with high back vowel
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ConclusionConclusion

 Features can be organized into a Features can be organized into a 
“feature tree”“feature tree”

•• good idea in generalgood idea in general

•• no agreement on which tree is the bestno agreement on which tree is the best

•• different languages, different trees??different languages, different trees??

•• arguments from rules and from types of arguments from rules and from types of 
segmentssegments

 some exotic, some Englishsome exotic, some English
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HomeworkHomework

 Study Chapters 12 and 13 carefullyStudy Chapters 12 and 13 carefully

 Sections 13.3.2 and following are optionalSections 13.3.2 and following are optional

 Excs: Qs 118, 121, 122, 127 Excs: Qs 118, 121, 122, 127 

 Thank youThank you


